Let (X,) be a positive recurrent Harris chain on a general state space, with invariant probability measure n= We give necessary and sufficient conditions for the geometric convergence of hP"f towards its limit r(f), and show that when such convergence happens it is, in fact, uniform over f and in L'(h)-norm.
Introduction
Let (X,) be an aperiodic Harris recurrent Markov chain on a general state space (S, 9). B is throughout assumed countably generated. 7~ *vi11 exclusively denote an invariant measure of (X,). In general we consider chains which are positive recurrent (i.e., r(S) < 00); when this is the case, we assume that 7~ is normalized to a probability measure. For the definition of the above concepts we refer to [S] . The basic theory of geometric ergodicity of such chalins is developed in [7] and we shall adopt their notation.
There is no loss of generality in imposing the following khorization Condition. is a renewal sequence corresponding to the increment distribution b(n) = v(Pk -h 0 v)"-'h, n EN +, and hence the equivalence of GE(i) and GE(ii) is a direct consequence of Kendall's Lemma [7, p. 
for some pc-< 1. plementary results on the geometric >v chains. In Section 2 we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the geometric convergence of hP'*f towards its limit n(f). As a corollary, we obtain a T-integrated form of GE(iii) for geometrically ergodic chains. We also characterize the geometric ergodicity of (X,) in terms of the hitting time distributions of the so-called small sets. In Section 3 we give a test function criterion for geometric ergodicity, similar to that in the countable case [9] , and apply it to random walks ton the positive half line. The results of Section 2 will be applied to non-singular renewal processes in Section 4.
Geometric ergodicity and geometric tails of hitting-time distributions
The first of our main results improves condition GE(iii). (ii) thr following are equivalent: (a') for some p0 c: 1, izJP"g -n(g)1 = 0(&) (n --) 00); (b') for some r > 1, vQ,g < 00; (c') for some p c 1,j rr(dx)IIP"(x, 0 ) -v& = Q(p") (n + 00).
In [3] Kendall shows that, when S is CP-j ntable, geometric ergodicity is characterized by the geometric tails of the hittiq.;-aime distributions; that is, if (X,1) is geometrically ergodic, then for all i, j E S, &(r'l) < 00 for some r > 1 depending on i and j; conversely, if for some r > 1 and a pair (i, j) of states (the case i = j included) Ei(rTJ) < co and Ei(rTi) < 00, then (X,) is geometrically ergodic. Our next theorem will give a generalization of the above characterizations; it turns out that here the so-called small sets play the role of in? .lual points. 
From (a), the left-hand side of (2.6) is analytic in (Izl< rl} for some tl> 1. By assumptions and (2.5), the second member of the right-hand side of (2.6j is analytic in (121 < rz} for some r2 1:' 1. Therefore also (1 -z)(AQg) is analytic in {lzl q min {rl, r2}}. This and the fact that G,,(n) + 0 as n + 00 allow us to conclude that hr3,g < ~0 for r .r: min{rl, r& The general Case k 2 1 is proved by applying the above to the k-step chain (XJ and each P'g (0~' AP'), i = 0, . . . , k -1, separately. (ii) follows similarly from (2.1).
Proof of Theorem 2.1. By GE(ii), vQ,h < 00 for some r > 1, whence from Lemma 2.8 vQJ < 00, rrQ,h < 00, rrQ,l < 00. The assertion follows by applying Theorem 23toA=randg=l. (i) If, for some r > 1, supxGB E,(r') COO, then for some ro> 1, supx~B E,(r~")<~.
(ii) If, in addition, A is a probability measure satisfying E, (r') < 00 for some r > 1, then also E&T") < 00 for some rl> 1.
Proof. (i)Ifr$l issuchthatsup,,B E,(r;)=M<~,thensup,,B P,{~wz&M~" (n E IV +).
Put t(r) = r*+Cy__, (rn -r"-*)q,, where qn = min{W;'", 1). Then l(r) is a probability generating function satisfying sup E,(r')s:&r)<m for all rE[l, rl).
XEB
Therefore, by the strong Markov-property and (2.7) we have for all x E B, r E [1, rl), E,(r"' 1 $FTn-l) = rT"-' ExTtx -l(r') < [(r)r'"-'.
Since {v 3 n}E PTn-l we have by (2.9) (2.9) (2.10)
Using {q 2 ys -1) E :F$ 2, the Schwarz inequality, (2.8) and (2.9) we obtain Ex(l~~~,/"~~') = E,(l~,,,-lrl~z,,_,=o}r'"-' ) and hence by induction E,(l+/" -') < (1 -r)'"-"'*([(r*))'"-I)'* for all n 2 1. Substituting this to (2.10) gives
Sup Ex(r7") S t(r) 2 (I-~)'"-"'*(~(~*))'"-')'*.
XEB n=l
Since e(r)-, 1 as ril we conclude that supXEB E,($')<a for some r+ 1. (ii) Estimating as above gives E#') s t(r)EA(r7) f (1 -r)'"--"'*(r(r*))'"-*'/*, t1 = 1 and the proof is completed as in (i).
Proof of Theorem 2.5 (ii) and (iii).
(ii) Let B be a small set and C c B a C-set.
Then for some j E N + inf P, b{XEC} =Y>O.
XEB i i=l )
We choose T = & and Zn the indicator of the event iJW T "-'+i E C} i=l in Lemma 2.9. Since F1 4-j S 7", Zn is indeed $+-measurable. Moreover
Px Kl = l~&-l}~y) and sup E,(r') G (sup E,(r'"))' < a~ XEB XEB for some r > 11. So we conclude from Lemma 2.9 that for some r2 > 1 supE,(r~')~supE,(r;')<~.
XEC

XEB
Next we shall show that (2.11) implies for any m E N + icator of the event ([u] means the i!rteger part of a real number a). As before, we conclude SUP,,~ E&i") < 0~' for some r4 7 1. Finally, since n,rC s ?/m, we see that (2.12) holds for t3 = I$'.
Let k be such that condition (C) holds for the given C-set C Since proving the geometric ergodicity of (Xn) is in fact equivalent to showing that the k-step chain (X,J is geometrically ergodic, we may by (2.12) assume, without loss of generality, that k = 1. We consider the split chain (Xc ) with h = fi Ic, u = cpc. Since the case /3 = I is trivial, we may assume p < 1. We choose in Lemma 2.9 T = 7c* and Z,l = 1 a (Xfl ), where cy = Cr is a recurrent atom for (Xz ). Then Zn is $$measurable trivially and, since Pt{Zn = 1 IX7n} = ,6, also (2.8) is satisfied. Hence [5, Section 21, for any _r E C, Since LY I= C", T, 52 7" ; thus by Lemma 2.9(i) there exists r+ 1 such that E,*(r2) < 00. Hence (X,* ), and consequently also (X,1), is geometrically ergodic.
(iii) Lemma 2.9(ii) implies similarly Ef(rp) < a~ for some rr > 1 and therefore So the assertion follows from Corollary 2.4(i).
A test function method for geometric ergodisity
Let (X,) bc a rp-irrebrlucible and aperiodic Markov chain on (S, a), 9 countably generated, see [8, 1.3 1. The following theorem extends Popov's [9] criterion of geometric ergodicity to general state space. 
Proof.
The proof is similar to that of [ 14, Theorem 6.11. We notice that (3.1) implies (I -rylsc)g 3 rE on B', (3.5) where I is the identity operator and Id(x) = l,&)f(X) for x E S, A E 9. Letting rPIBc operate on both sides of (3.5) we obtain inductively (I -y+' (PI,c)'*+')g 3 E i rk+*(PIB~)k 1 on B'. k=O Therefore, for x E B" g(x) a E : rk+'(PIBc)k l(x) = E 2 rk+'P,{rB :> k} 2 EEL, k=O k=O which is (3.2). Now (3.3) follows from E,(r-) = t J Q, ~y)E,(~'"), BC and hence (3.4) implies the geometric ergodicity of (Xn) by Theorem 2.5 (ii).
Theorem 3.1 can be reformulated in intuitively more attractive forms in cases where a 'drift towards the centre' of the space is meaningful. As an example of a formulation of this kind we assume that S is a normed space and 93 contains the Bore1 g-field generated by the norm topology, [ 13, Theorem 5.13 . Write qQx (t) = E, (ef"Xl' -'x1'), where 1 l 1 denotes the norm in S. Choosing g(x-) = e"" in Theorem 3.1 we obtain the following. *where ( Yn) is a sequence of independent, identically distributed random variables on R!. We give an extremely simple 'test function' proof of [7, Theorem 12 (ii) ], which states that (X,1) is geometrically ergodic if W'd<O, (3.10) andforsomeM<m,p>O P{Y1~y}Ql-Ie-"y, y>O.
(3.11)
We note that in [7] the proof is based on Miller's results in [4] , where the Baxter's identity, i.e., the exact PO-distribution of T 0, is vital. Write Jl(t) = j e"F(dx) where F is the common distribution function of Y,'s. By (3.11), e(t) exists at least for I E [IO, p). Since @(O+) = E( Y,i) < 0 (from (3.10)) we can find toe CO,@ such that #(to) < 1. Since $x(t0) = e -'""F( -00, -x] + I e'""F(dy) + @(to) < 1 (as x + OO), (-x.rn) we see the existence of a > 0 and S > 0 such that +x(to) s 1 -S for all x 2 a. Hence condition (3.6) is satisfied by choosing B = [0, a), r = (1 -S/2)-', e = 5/2. From the spatial homogeneity of (Xn) and (3.7) we conclude that PO(+) s E, (rfr~.ta)) s E -I &+' < cy) and the result follows.
Exponential convergence in renewal theory
Let W&N be a sequence of independent random variables on R+ = [0, a), with YI, y2, l l l identically distributed according to F. Write S, = ~~=, Yi* When Yo has distribution G we write PG for the probability measure governing the sequence (kT,) (P, when G =: ex, x E R,). Set /-l~ = s tF(dt), and U = Cfp=, F"*, the renewal measure of F. When p < 00 we write Ge for the 'equilibrium distribution' G,(dt) = ,u -'( 1 --F(t)) dt, sat!sfymg G, * U = in -'I, where I is the Lebesgue measure on R+.
We consider the forward recurrence time process of ( Y,,) defined by v'(t) = inf{S, -t: S,, 2 t), l 3 0.
The time-homogeneous transition probabilities of the Markov process (V'(t)), =(I are denoted by
I%, A) = .{ V'(t) E A}.
Note that G, is an invariant probability measure for ( V'(t)) (when p < 00). We apply the results of Section 2 to give a new proof of the following. We note that Theorem 4.1 follows from [IO] even for renewal processes on IR: our contribution here is to provide a probabilistic proof in the case of non-negative variables.
To prove Theorem 4.1 we consider the S-skeleton chain ( V'(na')),,,P, of ( Vi%)) as in [l] , where it has been shown that this chain is Harris positive recurrent when (4.1) holds and p < 00. (It is easy to see that (4.1) is also necessary for the Harris recurrence of (V+(nS)).) (ii) Let p >O such that j e"IG * U -CL_?](df) < m,j e"g(t) dt < 00 and e"'g(t) + 0 (t + 00). The assertion follows from e"lG * u *f(t) --~?(~)I <e"'lG * U-p-'Il*g(t)+p-' est Finally we point out that the following converse result also holds. 
